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What is the origin of the word Economy?

The Greek philosopher Aristotle differentiated between

“Oikonomia”: the art of sustainably managing the house (money

only serves as a means); and

“Chrematistike” which is the art of making money (money and profit

maximization become the bottom line).



What is the Economy for the Common Good?

 It is an alternative regulated economic model and political

movement which combines social, environmental and democratic

ideas and proposals from all around the World focusing on dignity

and rights of nature (including human beings) instead of financial

capital.



Nowadays

MARKETS BEHAVIOR GUIDED by

PROFIT MOTIVATION and 

COMPETITION

Human Relations growth



ECG proposal

MARKETS BEHAVIOR GUIDED by

COOPERATION and SOLIDARITY

Human Relations growth



Current definition of

SUCCESS

MACRO LEVEL (Countries)  MICRO LEVEL (Companies)

INDICATORS

GDP (Gross Domestic Product) FINANCIAL PROFIT

MONEY? WELFARE?



CURRENT INDICATORS (GPD/Financial reports)

Fair? Unfair?

Environmental friendly? Destroying it?

Equality? Human Rights violations?

Real democracy? Dictatorship?

Sustainable products? Weapons?

Peace? War?

Trust?  Fear? 

...



ECG proposal

REDEFINITION OF

SUCCESS

CONTRIBUTION to 

COMMON GOOD

HUMAN BEINGS and NATURE!



How can we measure the contribution to the Common 
Good?

HUMAN DIGNITY

SUSTAINABILITY

COOPERATION AND SOLIDARITY

SOCIAL JUSTICE

PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY





HIGH CONTRIBUTION NO 
CONTRIBUTION     THE COMMON GOOD

TO THE COMMON GOOD
 (Fair Trade, ecological and (Workers’ abuses, environmental        

local sustainable products...) damage, unfair distributions...)

LEGAL/FINANCIAL BENEFITS NO LEGAL/FINANCIAL BENEFITS

VAT/CUSTOM TAX REDUCTIONS HIGHER 
TAXES/CUSTOM 

PRIORITY IN PUBLIC OFFERS NO ACCESS TO PUBLIC OFFERS

REDUCED LOAN’S INTERESTS NO REDUCTIONS IN 
LOANS

Corporative 
Social 

Responsibility





SOME PRACTICAL PROPOSALS

>> To give more power to citizens (empowering active participation): right to 

change the constitution, to replace the government, to stop an unfair law, or to 

initiate a new law

>> To limite private property

>> To limite income of individuals

>> To limite size of banks (to avoid the need of “saving” banks in times of crisis)

>> To regulate bank credits (to warranty real and beneficial investments)

>> To forbide hostile takeovers/merges of companies or donations to political 

parties



What to do next?… JOIN 
US!

HOW? 

 Contact the local group in your city and if it does

 not exist, start your own!

 More info: www.ecogood.org/en or www.thenextsystem.org/the-economy-for-the-common-
good

ECG is REAL, MEASURABLE and its APPLIED TODAY by individuals, companies and 

municipalities all around the World.

It is combined and inspired by other alternatives as social, solidary or collaborative 

economy, common goods, time banks, free interest economic systems,  permaculture 

and many others.

https://www.ecogood.org/en

